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MotivationMotivation

nn Consider:Consider:
nn Sensor network with randomly distributed Sensor network with randomly distributed 

sensors sensors 
nn Application: provide coverage of area for Application: provide coverage of area for 

surveillance (QoS)surveillance (QoS)

nn Assumption:Assumption:
nn Sensor density is higher than necessary for Sensor density is higher than necessary for 

meeting QoS meeting QoS 



Motivation (cont.)Motivation (cont.)

nn Characteristics of sensor networksCharacteristics of sensor networks
nn Low energyLow energy
nn Low bandwidthLow bandwidth

nn Networks expected to last for months unattendedNetworks expected to last for months unattended
nn EnergyEnergy--efficiency is crucialefficiency is crucial

nn Exploit redundancy by powering down Exploit redundancy by powering down 
unnecessary sensorsunnecessary sensors
nn Save energy for later when nodes are more importantSave energy for later when nodes are more important

àà Sleep Scheduling Problem: Which sensors to Sleep Scheduling Problem: Which sensors to 
power down?power down?



ClusterCluster--based Networksbased Networks

nn Base station cannot manage sensors Base station cannot manage sensors 
directlydirectly

nn Clustering provides framework for Clustering provides framework for 
nn Local controlLocal control
nn Resource managementResource management
nn Channel accessChannel access
nn Data fusionData fusion

nn Within a cluster, how to set nodes to sleep?Within a cluster, how to set nodes to sleep?



AssumptionsAssumptions

nn Dense, static, circular clustersDense, static, circular clusters
nn Variable transmission power to reach cluster headVariable transmission power to reach cluster head

nn x x = distance from sensor to cluster head= distance from sensor to cluster head

nn Nodes distributed as 2D Poisson point processNodes distributed as 2D Poisson point process
nn Energy savings is expected energy consumption Energy savings is expected energy consumption 

were the node awakewere the node awake
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Initial Scheduling TechniquesInitial Scheduling Techniques

nn Randomized scheduling (RS)Randomized scheduling (RS)
nn Randomly put sensors to sleepRandomly put sensors to sleep
nn Each sensor sleeps with probability Each sensor sleeps with probability 

nn DistanceDistance--based scheduling (DS)based scheduling (DS)
nn Probability Probability p p linearly related to linearly related to xx
nn Sensors further from cluster head put to sleep with Sensors further from cluster head put to sleep with 

higher probabilityhigher probability
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Coefficient of VariationCoefficient of Variation

nn Analytically determine coefficient of variation of Analytically determine coefficient of variation of 
energy consumption for RS and DSenergy consumption for RS and DS
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BalancedBalanced--Energy Scheduling (BS)Energy Scheduling (BS)

nn p(xp(x)) chosen so nodes consume same amount of chosen so nodes consume same amount of 
energy, on averageenergy, on average

nn Let Let EEBSBS(x(x)) be expected energy consumption of a be expected energy consumption of a 
node at distance node at distance xx from cluster headfrom cluster head

nn Find Find p(xp(x)) such that such that EEBSBS(x(x)) does not depend on does not depend on xx
nn Can only energy balance certain portion Can only energy balance certain portion ββbb of nodesof nodes

nn Nodes close to cluster head not energy balancedNodes close to cluster head not energy balanced
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ResultsResults



Performance EvaluationPerformance Evaluation

nn Analytically Analytically 
determine determine 
expected energy expected energy 
consumptionconsumption

nn λλ = 100 = 100 pkts/spkts/s



Performance Evaluation (cont.)Performance Evaluation (cont.)

nn BS achieves goal of lower coefficient of variationBS achieves goal of lower coefficient of variation



Network LifetimeNetwork Lifetime

nn T(T(ββdd) ) = time when = time when ββdd fraction of sensors run out fraction of sensors run out 
of energyof energy

nn Initial sensor energy = Initial sensor energy = ΨΨ
nn For BS, For BS, ββbb fraction of nodes consume same energyfraction of nodes consume same energy

nn When When ββdd == ββbb

nn In RS, nodes farther away consume more energyIn RS, nodes farther away consume more energy
nn Run out of energy faster than closer nodesRun out of energy faster than closer nodes

nn In DS, network lifetime calculated numericallyIn DS, network lifetime calculated numerically
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Lifetime ResultsLifetime Results



Lifetime Results (cont.)Lifetime Results (cont.)

nn BS has 70% (150%) longer lifetime than BS has 70% (150%) longer lifetime than 
DS (RS) for DS (RS) for ββdd = 0.1= 0.1

nn BS has better lifetime than DS and RS for BS has better lifetime than DS and RS for 
all points except all points except ββdd = 0.5 and = 0.5 and ββss < 0.27< 0.27
nn Small Small ββss àà fewer sensors energy balancedfewer sensors energy balanced
nn 50% sensors run out of energy quickly50% sensors run out of energy quickly



Sensing CoverageSensing Coverage
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Sensing Coverage DistributionSensing Coverage Distribution

Initial sensing coverage 
distribution

Sensing coverage distribution 
after 40% nodes run out of 
energy
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ConclusionsConclusions

nn Sleep scheduling important to extend network Sleep scheduling important to extend network 
lifetimelifetime

nn BalancedBalanced--energy scheduling effective in energy scheduling effective in 
extending lifetime while maintaining coverageextending lifetime while maintaining coverage

nn Future workFuture work
nn Explore different initial energiesExplore different initial energies
nn Dynamically changing clusters and cluster heads to Dynamically changing clusters and cluster heads to 

balance energy among all nodesbalance energy among all nodes


